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Khyron-class Star Destroyer!!
Name: Transcendence!
Meaning: Lying beyond the ordinary range of perception. One easily adapts Plagueis’ motto of 
ascendance and availing, but the current dominance of our house in the Brotherhood 
transcends these ideas. We were weak; we were nothing. No one paid us heed or attention, and 
it was from those shadows that we struck. We did not merely adapt, turning weaknesses into 
strengths. We did not only ascend to the highest peak Plagueis has ever seen. We did not only 
avail against our brothers and sisters in this Dark Crusade. We transcended not only 
expectations but possibilities. House Plagueis is not only First House of the Brotherhood. We 
have come to represent a belief that the weak can become strong and that nothing is 
permanent. Thus, it is fitting that the greatest representation of our newfound sense of 
transcendence be named as such.!
Crest: The current crest of House Plagueis with the two side wings curved to point down 
instead of inward. The crest as a whole is slightly stretched vertically to suggest our rapid 
ascension beyond the physical laws of the universe (think how ships, in film, stretch before 
entering warp speed or light speed or what have you).!!!
Nebula-class Star Destroyer!!
Name: Phoenix!
— Phoenix lists three times on the Star Wars wiki, but none are major starships so, in my 
opinion, the name is still fairly fresh and original.!
Meaning: The word immediately conjures imagery of rising flames out of which emerges both 
old and new. The Predominant was decimated in a surprise attack by unknown forces that left 
death and carnage in its wake, but only fools still mistake House Plagueis for a place weighed 
down by its past. The Dark Crusade ends with a house reborn. So, too, shall the 
Predominant be reborn. Better and stronger than ever before not because it is a 
different ship class (it isn’t) but because it is staffed and supported by the 
greatest warriors, scholars, and leaders of the Dark Jedi Brotherhood. 
Predominant II would be a vessel needlessly tied to a former incarnation. 
The Phoenix is a vessel for a brighter, more fearsome future.!
Crest: Simple enough - the crest of House Plagueis burning, but in a 
fearsome way as oppose to "house burning down" way. Perhaps 
instead of the crest itself burning, an emblem of flame could have the 
house logo superimposed. Another option would be to superimpose 
the Transcendence crest onto the flame, owing to the stretched crest 
with out turned wings looking rather bird-like.


